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Abstract
One of the objectives of education in schools is to acquire values. In this sense, history courses are among the important
courses in which students can acquire values. Students can acquire values such as justice, peace, honesty, empathy,
tolerance, human rights, respect, love, responsibility, charity, patriotism, etc. through history courses. There are many
materials in history courses that support value education and that can be used in value education. One of these materials
is poetry. It is possible to detect the historical events of the period they were written and the values of society. From this
perspective, it is important to use poems in value education in history education. Different learning environments will
be granted for students through the use of poetry in value education in history courses. Furthermore, the use of such
different materials in the acquisition of values in history lessons will enable further internalization of values. In this
study, the fact that value education could be carried out via the use of poetry in history courses was tried to be explained.
With this purpose in mind, a theoretical framework for the relation between values and poetry was aimed to be put
forward and how poetry could be used in value education in history courses was tried to be explained.
Keywords: history, history education, values education, poems and values education
1. Introduction
The history of values education dates back to the first studies of character education in America in the 1920s. During the
1930's the interest in the character education was on the decline and this situation continued until the second half of the 1960's.
The studies on values education have been published beginning from the mid-1970s. When these studies on values education
are examined, names such as Rokeach, Simon, How, Raths, Harmin, Kirschenbaum, Kohlberg stand out. That the value
education went through a recession in the 1980s is clearly seen. While the emphasis placed on social and moral values
decreased in the 1990s, individual harmony values shone out. Developments that signal a downfall in the social sense
(youngsters’ sexual addiction, substance abuse, early pregnancy, suicides, increased divorce rates, etc.) have brought values
and moral education back to the agenda. Families, educators and community leaders have begun to emphasize moral and
value education in schools in the face of these adverse developments (Demircioğlu &Tokdemir, 2008). From the 2000s
onwards, in parallel with these developments, studies on value education have gained momentum. Within this framework,
there has been an increase in the number of books, journals and international symposiums related to values education.
The important task of schools is to teach students values through explicit or implicit programs, to discipline students in
line with established rules, to contribute to the moral development of students, and to influence the character and
self-perception of students positively. Apart from the cognitive domain, students learn values like respecting people,
being tolerant, successful and charitable; social norms like obeying the traffic rules; moreover, they learn to develop
positive attitudes towards the teachers and courses, and to adopt proper attitudes towards situations they encounter in
schools (Akbaş, 2004). As it can be seen, one of the important tasks of the schools is to provide value education for the
students.
Value education occurs in schools at all times. However, this education needs to be acquired with planned learning
experiences as a part of formal education. In this context, it is important to answer the following six questions in order
to be able to bring value education to the schools (Doğanay, 2010: 257-258):
• Why? Why should we teach kids values?
• What? What are the values that children need to acquire?
• When? When should we start teaching children values?
• Where? Where should we teach children values?
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• Who? Who should teach kids values?
• How? How can we teach children values?
According to Veugelers (2000: 44) teachers have a greater influence on the curriculum in practice and they cannot
remain neutral with regard to expressing certain values in their teaching. One of the answers to the question “How can
we teach values in history courses?” is to benefit from teaching materials. One of the teaching materials that can be used
in value education in history courses is poetry.
2. Method
The purpose of this study is to establish a theoretical framework for the relation between values and poetry in history
education and to explain how poetry can be used in value education in history courses. For this purpose, answers to the
following questions have been sought:
• What is value and value education?
• What is the place of values in history education?
• Why poetry should be integrated into history classes for value education?
• How can poetry be used in value education in history courses?
3. Value and Value Education
A great number of researches in relation to the concept of value used in many scientific fields, such as philosophy,
economics, mathematics, psychology, sociology, history and so on., have been carried out up to now and several
different definitions of value have been proposed in the literature. Rokeach (1973) defines value as "an enduring belief
that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse
mode of conduct or end-state of existence". Güngör (1993: 18) defines value as "the belief that something is able or
unable to be desired." Halstead & Taylor (2000: 169) defines values as "principles and fundamental convictions which
act as general guides to behavior, the standards by which particular actions are judged to be good or desirable."
Schwartz (1992: 1) states that theoricians view values as “criteria people use to select and justify actions and evaluate
people (including the self) and events”.
The properties must be known in order to better understand what the values are. The properties of the values can be
listed as follows:
• Values are beliefs. However, they are not entirely objective, free of emotions. When they come into action, they
are interlaced with the emotions.
• Values are related to the individual's goals (such as equality) and their way of behaviour (minding qualification,
charity) which are effective in achieving these goals.
• Values outweigh specific actions and situations. For example, the value of obedience applies to all of our
relationships with people at home, at work, at school and with people that we do not know.
• Values serve as standards that guide the selection or change of behaviors, people and events.
• Values are sorted according to their prominence. This ordering creates a system that determines the value
priorities. Cultures and individuals can be described by the value priorities systems which they put into practice.
• Values are mutable constructs. There may be changes in value priorities in order to meet new needs that arise in
time as a result of interaction.
• Values vary according to the cultures they are affiliated with. Yet more they may even show separation within the
cultures they belong to. Two different societies may have the same value, but the level of importance that they adhere to
this value may be different (Yazıcı, 2006: 504).
Value education puts good human upbringing in the centre. Value education is “all the activities that are carried out to
bring up people who exhibit behaviors which are signaled by the expressions of empathy, toleration and developing
social awareness." (Ekşi & Katılmış, 2011). Value education aims to strengthen the transfer of values in education
through the curriculum and the moral atmosphere in schools (Veugelers, 2000). The curriculum and the moral
atmosphere in the schools thereby contribute to the value development of the students.
Today, when the studies on value education are analyzed, it is seen that an education concept, by name of “enhanced
character education” that is inclusive of value and moral development is aimed to be applied. Although personal
preferences and individual values appear to be in the foreground in this understanding, this does not necessarily mean
that school’s task of socializing is left behind. This understanding is inclusive of interrelated areas such as value
education, social skills education, moral education, and citizenship education. The change in social and individual life
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increases the significance of values. In this regard, educators, social psychologists and psychologists are to study on
values in the future (Demircioğlu & Tokdemir, 2008: 73-74).
4. History Education and Values
There are three areas of learning: cognitive, psychomotor and affective learning in the education process. Affective
learning, one of these learning areas, includes values, as well. History courses is one of the important courses
addressing the affective learning. History courses is one of the important courses that support students’ acquisition of
values. A great many researches reveal that history courses play an important role in value education (Arthur et al., 2001;
Demircioğlu & Demircioğlu, 2016; Demircioğlu & Tokdemir, 2008; Gültekin 2007; Halbert, 2009; Mutluer, 2015;
Safran, 2008; Shemilt, 1992; Tokdemir, 2007; Ulusoy, 2005; Ulusoy 2007a; Ulusoy 2007b; White, 1992; Young, 1996).
Expectations with regard to history education have undergone changes from time to time. These expectations were mainly
restricted to the preparation of administrative candidates for the art of management until the 16th century, after this period the
interpretation of religious texts and the provision of materials for teaching classical languages were added to these expectations.
However, with the rise of political nationalism, history has begun to be put in schools’ curricula as a scientific discipline and an
education program, undertaking the task of building national identity and raising good citizens (Safran, 2008).
Though the expectations related to history education go through changes from time to time, history has been perceived as a
fundamental means in the development of democratic values and in the citizenship education of the individual (Arthur et
al., 2001; Dilek, 2002; Demircioğlu & Tokdemir, 2008; Halbert, 2009; Shemilt, 1992). History is thought to nourish the
development of national sentiments within the context of citizenship education, respect for human rights, democracy and
cultural rights, the development of cultural identity, and so on, with analectic events and phenomena (Dilek, 2002).
Although history education is mainly devoted to the development of mental skills today, it is an important field to support
citizenship and value education. The history, which enables us to take lessons from the past, serves as a prominent means
of conveying values to people. The events encountered in history courses and the values revealed by these events both
teach new values to students and enable them to question current values (Demircioğlu & Tokdemir, 2008).
Researchers such as Ferro, Blyth, Strom & Parson have focused on the social objectives of history teaching. As part of
social objectives, these researchers regarded history as a means to acquire the spiritual and cultural values that a society
needs (Dilek, 2002).
One of the main goals of the history courses that tell the story and legacy of the human being from past to present should
be to convey the processes, events and experiences that the society and humanity have experienced starting from the past
up to today to the new generation. People’s beliefs and values played an important role in the actions and activities of
themselves in the past. For this reason, historical events and actions cannot be investigated and taught in a healthy way
without considering the values. In other words, the place and role of values in the events, actions and occurrence of
activities in history should be taught to students in history courses. Today, in order to bring up healthy individuals, history
courses should be constructed in a way to support value education (Demircioğlu & Demircioğlu, 2016).
5. Poems in Value Education in History Classes
In Turkish Dictionary, the word “poem” is defined as "literary expression genre that emerges with rich symbols,
rhythmic words, harmonious use of sounds" (TDK, 1988: 1386). Tural (2004) notes that poetry is a kind of information,
a world of evaluation, a scream intended to convey a message, the words’ coherence that is which the result of the need
to share a special information reached through meta language in a harmonious way. Societies reflect historical events
and values in poems, as well as their sorrow and joy. Thus, poems reflect the collective values of societies.
It will be appropriate to get children to listen to poetry, to read poetry and to discuss the poetry beginning from early
ages. A child who has such a habit has the opportunity to recognize a significant portion of the literary and aesthetic
values of national and universal cultures at a very early age; and s/he will have taken a step into a realm that will enrich
the scope of one’s imagination, to enhance the creative power, to enrich the language wealth (Şirin, 1994). The fact that
poems have an impressive and striking feature in terms of language and expression makes it important to use poetry in
education. In this sense, poems, a kind of literature, should be used to teach value in history courses.
There are available studies which remark that poems should be used in value education (Conroy, 1999; Dodson, 1993;
Markert & Healy, 1983). It is emphasized in these studies that poems enhance values. According to Stiles (1965)
"poetry is truth wrapped in beauty". There are also several important studies which emphasize that poetry should be
used in history education (Candan, 2003; Çençen & Akça Berk, 2014; Harrison & Holderith, 2003; Kenworthy, 1937;
Köksal, 2010; McCall, 2004; Osborne, 1987; Öztaş, 2009; Wilson & Kahn, 2008).
Perhaps the first educator to approach the use of poetry in education, especially in terms of teaching history, was American
Leonard S. Kenworthy. In 1937, Leonard S. Kenworthy published an article about poetry as a useful means in teaching
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American history. Thus, the voices of those who advocate that poems bearing historical messages to be used in history
education in the classrooms should take place in history education have begun to be heard (Ata, 2001). According to
Kenworthy (1937), American history in verse has great possibilities for effective use in schools. In addition, Kenworthy
has also made suggestions in his article for books that can be read about this matter. One of these recommended books is
Wallington's work named "American History by American Poets". This is the oldest dated work in the reading list which
Kenworthy recommended in his article to draw attention to the relationship between history and poetry.
According to Candan (2003), a comprehensive history program is the one that includes other reading materials as well.
One of these reading materials is poetry. According to Collins (2008) poetry expresses the soul of historical events and
provides the human perspective. Poetry is useful for teachers in the classroom in three ways: accessibility, variety and
comprehension. These three aspects reveal the potential of poetry to engage students, meet individual needs within the
group, and aid in comprehension (Collins, 2008). Öztaş (2009) indicated that making use of poems in history education
as a teaching material can contribute to the cognitive and affective development of students and may be effective in
teaching them values. Köksal (2010) stated that it would be beneficial to enrich the texts in the course book with
different text types such as poetry in solving the problems such as vapidity, incomprehensibility arising from the course
books; and that students’ skills to read critically, make comparisons and read inter textually can be improved through
the use of poems. Also when Çençen & Akça Berk (2014) tried to determine the views of history teachers regarding the
use of poetry in secondary education history courses, they found that the history teachers' participation rates related to
the use of poetry in their courses were high.
Although it is desired to make use of poetry in history education programs and it is possible to find remarkable poems
about various topics in terms of value, use of poems in value education is not widespread. The fact that teachers do not
have enough knowledge and experience about how poetry can be effectively integrated into history education confronts
us as one of the primary reasons for not using poetry.
6. How Can We Benefit From Poems in Value Education in History Courses?
One of the means to benefit from in value education in history courses is poetry. Teachers, however, should be aware of
the fact that every poem is just not appropriate to be used in history courses. It should not be forgotten that, in the
selection of poems, the achievement of value-related outcomes must be prioritized. Otherwise a qualified value
education is not even a matter of discussion.
No matter how good the selected poems for acquiring values in history courses are, it may not be possible to achieve the
desired objectives and behaviors unless the practice of the poetry activity are well planned. It is therefore important to
make good planning when studying on the use of poems in order to acquire targeted values in history courses.
First of all, in order to find poems about the value to be acquired, poems appropriate for the students should be
identified by reviewing the poetry anthologies properly. Depending on the plan, it is to be decided whether the whole or
part of the poem will be covered. Afterwards, the exercises to be carried out before the use of poetry, during the use of
poetry and after the use of poetry should be determined.
The information in the poetry should be supplemented with other sources, which must be available prior to the use of
poetry, by the teacher. To acquire the values in the poem, a worksheet consisting of relevant questions should be prepared.
Either the selected poems should be copied and distributed to the students, or it should be made possible for all the
students to see the poems with the help of projections, computers, etc. The teacher can either read the selected poems
aloud to the class or have students who can read loudly and who is good at reading poems read the poems to the class,
or the students can be divided into groups and each group can be asked to read a stanza together.
Students should find the words in poetry whose meaning they do not know in the dictionary and explain them to the
students. If the class is divided into groups, each group may be required to analyze and interpret a stanza or a part of the
poem. Students may be asked to write texts for impersonation or to personate an afore written text by the teacher. For
animation, students may be asked to write texts, or they may be asked to portray a text prepared by the teacher.
Resources which are available in advance to support the information in the poetry should be shared and discussed with
students in class during the use of poetry.
In order that the poem can be grasped better and the objectives and behaviors can be acquired better, the worksheet
consisting of the questions related to the poem should be delivered to the students and the answer sheet should be
evaluated by the teacher afterwards.
While poetry is used in history courses, appropriate exercises, relevant to the values in the poem, to foster student
creativity and to encourage them for active participation should be done rather than grammar exercises on the poems
done in literature courses. Drawing a picture or writing a short story about the values in the poem are possibly effective
exercises in revealing the creativity.
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Poetry is an appropriate means to assign out-of-class exercises and homework to reinforce the targeted values. For example,
students may be divided into groups, each group may be asked to find and bring in different poems on the same topic.
Students may be asked to write a poem about the relevant value or character. Thus students can be motived to conduct
research on the relevant value. Evaluation activities can be done on these poems and the most beautiful one can be selected,
exhibited on the classroom clipboard, published in the school magazine. Books and historical novels, documentaries and
historical films can be recommended for students to read and watch about the relevant value or character.
7. Conclusion and Discussion
Educators have always wanted to use poetry in education. Teachers made use of poetry in their lessons from time to
time. Poetry offers rich learning opportunities in value education in history courses. Values such as justice, peace,
honesty, empathy, tolerance, human rights, respect, love, responsibility, charity, patriotism, etc. can be acquired in
history courses. The use of poetry as a teaching material in value education in history courses will enable students to
develop critical thinking skills, abilities for empathy, and achieve their affective goals. The introduction of students with
poems that can teach the values will make the courses more colourful and enjoyable. In addition, the use of poetry in
value education in history courses can stimulate students’ emotions by exciting them and, in this sense, the values can
be internalized by the students. It should not be forgotten that the poetry, which is a collective product of collective
memory, edifies and refines the human being with meaningful and harmonious ways of writing. For this reason, the role
of using poetry in history courses in value education should not come be ignored, and history teachers should include
poetry which includes values in their courses.
In the light of this study, following suggestions can be made:
• Poetry should be used in history courses for value education.
• Considering the fact that history teachers generally use the course books as the primary resource, it will be
possible for the history teachers to use poetry in the classrooms providing that the history course books include poetry
relevant to the values to be acquired.
• In educational faculties of universities, the history teacher candidates should be taught how to teach value.
Moreover, present history teachers should be educated with regards to the use of poetry in value education and made
aware of the fact that poetry is an effective means in acquiring values.
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